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News story

News story

Neil Carmichael MP met with pupils at St Peter’s York
to discuss education policies and the EU Referendum.

Guy Fawkes,
grammar
schools and
David Cameron

have insufficient links with local employers;
this leads to a mismatch of supply and
demand in skills and expertise.
LW: Is the government doing enough on
children’s mental health and wellbeing?
What is your view on the contribution of
Natasha Devon to raising awareness on
these issues?

Leo Winkley (St Peter’s School
York) interviews Neil Carmichael,
the Conservative MP for Stroud.
One of the most active debaters in
the Commons, Mr Carmichael founded the All Party
Group on Education, Governance and Leadership in
2011, and since June 2015 he has been Chairman of the
Commons Select Committee on Education.
LW: What drew you to a life in politics?
NC: A fascination with the way in which people
organise themselves and tackle challenging
decisions. I was strongly motivated by the
issues faced by the political leaders of the
1970s, particularly the brave decisions made
by Edward Heath between 1970 and 1974.
Being at school in York also helped motivate
my interest in history, political activity and
internationalism.
LW: Guy Fawkes was a pupil at St Peter’s,
York. As an Old Peterite who is also an
elected Member of Parliament, how do you
view Guy Fawkes?
NC: Well, he was misguided, irresponsible
and politically naive. As a parliamentarian
today, I believe totally in the sovereignty of
parliament, which of course includes Her
Majesty the Queen. Indeed I go further; to hold
a referendum as we did on the 23rd June will
almost certainly lead to great difficulties in
implementing the wishes of the electorate.
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LW: Who are your own educational heroes,
and as Chairman of the House of Commons
Education Select Committee, what are your
educational priorities?
NC: For educational heroes, I would
nominate Socrates, Rousseau, Bismarck
and Field Marshal Earl Wavell, one of the
great commanders of WWII. My priorities
for the Select Committee are to tackle the
huge productivity gap between the UK and
our trading partners, and also to improve the
opportunities for all of our young people by
addressing social immobility. To do this we
must have an education system which leaves
no one behind and matches educational
output with the expectations of the world of
work and an ever-evolving society.
LW: The Prime Minister has made it clear
that education is high on her agenda and
that she wants to deliver schools that work
for everyone. What is the mood within the
Tory party about the proposals in the recent
education Green Paper?

NC: With Brexit uppermost in the minds of
most of my colleagues, reintroducing selection
(however described) has been controversial,
not least because it is not yet clear how it will
seamlessly fit with existing education policy
and also risks distracting the government from
its declared aim of increasing social mobility.
LW: Do you think that independent schools
need to do more than they currently do, in
order to justify the tax breaks they receive
as charities?

NC: No. I believe that there is still more to
do in terms of children’s health and mental
wellbeing. The government has made
considerable progress, but there is strong
evidence that more support for schools in
helping to diagnose and resolve mental health
issues is required. As far as Natasha Devon
is concerned, I am not particularly in favour
of the appointment of tsars to deal with
single issues; instead I prefer such matters
to be properly imbued in the overall policy

and it would not be unreasonable to see
new grammar schools, but they should not
indulge in binary selection at only one entry
opportunity and they should, by necessity, be
part of a fully fledged Multi-Academy Trust.
Such trusts should enable children to move
around the education system in order to fulfil
their interests and aptitudes. Parents should
be reassured that their children are given every
chance to thrive in a system shaped around
choice and excellence.
LW: Is there anything missing from the
Green Paper, in your view?

NC: Yes. It does not go far
enough in tackling the issue
of technical and professional
skills, and I think we need to have
a robust debate about the outcomes
of schools, notably whether or not A Levels
should be replaced by some form of National
Baccalaureate in order to retain Maths and
English as core subjects up to, and including,
the final school year. And in the long run,
I believe that we should be aiming for one
examination board as I think this would
strengthen the role of subjects and subject
leaders in the design of the curriculum and
qualifications.
LW: In York, eight state-funded and three
independent schools collaborate in a
self-sustaining partnership to deliver
opportunities for the children of the city.
What is your view on such partnerships?
NC: Such collaborations are welcome but
they must be durable and, crucially, well
interfaced with the worlds of business and the
professions. Too often schools and colleges

NC: Absolutely, yes. I think there is a case for
independent schools to get fully involved in the
creation of Multi-Academy Trusts, and I think
there are more opportunities for independent
schools to engage with maintained schools
with a view to long-term relationships and
ongoing school improvement programmes.
LW: Are grammar schools part of the
solution or part of the problem?
NC: Existing grammar schools are long
established and should be allowed to expand,

Pupils asked Neil Carmichael MP about education funding and to what degree
politicians took teachers’ views into account during education reform.

framework, and I have striven to promote this
approach through the work of the Education
Select Committee.
LW: St Peter’s School has four former pupils
serving as MPs in the current parliament.
What advice would you give to any
youngster contemplating a career in politics
as well as to those contemplating a career
in teaching?
NC: For would-be politicians, focus on the
importance and meaning of political ideas,
relationships with and between people, and
how decisions in the public domain are arrived
at. For would-be teachers, remember that
being a teacher is one of the best jobs in the
world. When the going gets tough, tomorrow
can still be a fabulous day.
LW: And finally, please could you write a
brief end of term report on David Cameron...
NC: The first five years of David Cameron’s
premiership was a combination of boldness
in tackling economic difficulties, courage in
facing up to many social issues and dexterity
in responding to several international crises.
He should be congratulated for all of these
things. The last 18 months may well go
down in history as the most catastrophic as
they, undoubtedly, led to Britain leaving the
European Union without having upskilled
its workforce, invested adequately in
infrastructure and developed sufficiently
strong relationships with nation states
beyond Europe. The future of our country
now, perhaps more than ever before, will be
determined by the movement of many tectonic
plates over which we have little or no control.
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Annual Conference

Talking
Heads

Jane Lunnon

The Royal Shakespeare Company’s Jacqui O’Hanlon and Jane Lunnon explore how
Shakespeare’s female heroines can be used as a catalyst for pastoral discussion and exploration.

Mike Buchanan (HMC Chair and Ashford School) invited Heads to

deliver a three-minute talk at this year’s Annual Conference – to inform,
inspire or simply be opinionated. Here five HMC Members summarise
their talks alongside Mike’s own session on “Why you should put
yourself forward to be Chair of HMC”.

I’ve recently taken an interest in the power of positive psychology (@PosEdNet)
and have been experimenting with how to adapt my style as a Head to
encompass some of the key tenets, not least of which is that we should
seek joy and fulfilment in life rather than pleasure and position. So, I put
myself forward for election to the Chair of HMC because I hoped to extend
a joyful influence. In the short time since assuming the Chair, I have been
able to find joy in:
•
•

learning to influence rather than command (the possibility of
commanding 350+ independent school Heads is zero)
interpreting through the lens of my experience the words written for me
by others – what a freedom this is: little of the work and all of the joy

Oliver Blond (Roedean

School) on “The kingfisher,
the falcon and teachers’
passion for their subject”

Drawing on the image of the kingfisher, from Gerard Manley Hopkin’s poem,
and the falcon, from a poem by WB Yeats, I advocate the need for teachers
to reconnect with their passions. I believe that external pressures, in the
form of administration, external rules, the focus on grades and changes to
examination specifications, can divert teachers from love of their subject and
passion for teaching, resulting in them becoming disengaged from the real
purpose, which is to enthuse and engage their students.
Teachers should have the time and space not only to relish a passion for
their subject but also to research and develop it further, in order to continue
to be engaging and enthusiastic. The Prince’s Teaching Institute, of which I
am the Academic Director, originated in 2001, following concerns about a
preoccupation in education with skills at the expense of subject knowledge.
Since then it has organised subject-based professional development for
teachers by teachers, so that all pupils, irrespective of background and
ability, can have access to high-quality, challenging subject matter.
To make a difference to the education of our young people, rather than
march to someone else’s drum, teachers should strive to be passionate
advocates of their own subjects and seek opportunities to develop, extend
and share their own expertise.
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•

•
•

•

having to respond to events and actions determined by others (not much
difference here to life as a Head); trusting others completely is initially a
challenge but ultimately liberating
conference dinners – less the food and more the range of company
conference presentations and writing for the media – how often do you
have the opportunity to talk about the great work the Heads in our
schools do and have people listen?
challenging issues such as our response to the UK government’s
education consultation

I hope you might consider putting yourself forward for election at some
point soon. Please don’t feel you need to have served time on committees
or working groups if those are not your thing.

Rachid Benammar

(The Grange School,
Santiago) on “Why Chile
is so near yet so far”
Chatting with a group of colleagues at an HMC Annual Conference in Bristol,
mention was made of my recent appointment as Headmaster of the British
School in Brazil. An elderly Member (he must have been 58!) enquired:
“which of the 3 Ms are you then? A Missionary, a Murderer or a Misfit?”
Nearly 20 years on, little has changed I fear and things may even have got
worse for us out there: once labelled Heads of HMC schools overseas,
we are now known as “international”... There is in fact hardly anything
international about us, and I would venture to say that many HMC schools
at home are more that way inclined than us... Our curriculum follows the
Key Stages, we sit IGCSEs and A Levels, and our pupils go on to study at
university in the USA, Britain or in Chile.
At this year’s Annual Conference I invited colleagues to think of us, in the
southern hemisphere, for their MFL Departments’ pupil and staff exchanges;
for their sports tours; expeditions in the Andes; transfers of families; and
professional development. At The Grange, a not-for-profit school in Santiago
with 2,100 pupils on roll, we already receive the visit of half a dozen rugby or
hockey tours every year and have five schools sending us Spanish A-Level
pupils in July/August, while we send ours for six weeks or so in January/
February – our summer holiday.

(Wimbledon High School)
on “Strong women in
Shakespeare and in schools”
“Women of Will” is a project we’re piloting at
Wimbledon High, using some of Shakespeare’s
female characters as a catalyst for pastoral
discussion and exploration. The programme
came into being following various articles and
discussions about the relative paucity of female
role models for teenage girls in current Western
society.
Whilst there are many deeply admirable women
leading in a whole range of fields, the noise
of social media – and its pre-eminence as a
messaging medium in our teenagers’ lives
– means that it is often the superficial, mediapromoted women who loom largest. Following
discussions with Jacqui O’Hanlon (Director of
Education at the RSC) and given the anniversary
focus on Shakespeare in 2016, we felt that the
rich mine of interesting, challenging, bold and
forthright women in Shakespeare’s plays might fill
this role model vacuum in a pastoral programme
for Year 8s and 9s. Our pilots are focusing
specifically on the comedy heroines: Beatrice,
Rosalind and Viola.
In looking at these characters, we are
encouraging our girls to identify some of their
key attributes: courage, resourcefulness, integrity,
wit, self-knowledge, vitality and a capacity for
joy even in the most extreme or challenging of
circumstances. Above all, whilst these women
know what to take seriously and care about that,
they are also able to laugh at themselves and
laugh at the world – like Beatrice: “I’ faith lady,
you have a merry heart…” / Beatrice: “I thank it,
it keeps me on the windy side of care”! A good
approach for us all, we think.

David Halpern, the
Behavioural Insights Team

Tim Hands

Joe Spence (Dulwich

I’m loving the beginning of my third Headship.
And yet and yet... What a process! It can’t really
be good for any party. In my year as Chairman
of HMC, AGBIS published a guide to handovers.
It is largely useless – and I should know: I wrote
most of it.

Here’s a case study on turning pupil voice into
pupil action. While pupils at Dulwich used to be
consulted on strategic matters through School
Councils, Learning Forums and pupil voice
questionnaires, they still felt that they were at a
distance from decision making, that there was
only tokenistic consultation. Pupils needed to be
engaged in a way that showed their ideas led to
actions that make a difference.

(Winchester College) on
College) on “Turning pupil
“Being a Head on the move” voice into pupil action”

Why all the kerfuffle? It’s obvious: bereavement,
moving house and moving jobs are, according to
GPs, the three most stressful things one does.
Changing school involves all three.
The process and the timeline are the reasons.
Process first. Headhunters flatter governing
bodies by telling them just how many
distinguished names they have been able to
interest in any given post. Many names aren’t
interested, of course, but from those that remain
half a dozen or so are invited to deliver an
analysis of just what it is in the school at present
which isn’t being done properly.
This process generally happens an unbelievable
year or so in advance. The timeline allows a
more than generous period in which post-holder
and post-obtainer can neglect their own school,
maximising the opportunity for governing bodies
to become discontented with them, and for
common rooms, parents and pupils to mobilise
a gossip network which will greatly and
unhelpfully mislead every party as to what the
future might hold.
The process is a mad and bad one. We love our
jobs. We usually love our homes. We always
love our pupils. And we always love, don’t we,
our colleagues – well, almost always. In short, in
the words of the Bard, we love that well which
we must leave ere long, and we need help with
that process. I used to be taught that every
Shakespeare play was about ruling and about
loving. Over the past year, I’ve reflected that
in fact what they’re all about is the manifold
difficulties involved in transition. And if it was a
topic of interest sufficient for Shakespeare, it’s
surely good enough for our employers.

It was the prefects who took up the pupil action
baton first. They ran major charity events without
teacher support, reformed the junior prefect
system, established a forum for discussing
gender issues (with Dulwich’s sister school, JAGS)
and set up an alternative Year 11 A-level choices
information evening. The first prefects to commit
to this drive for pupil engagement also left a
legacy document for their successors.
However, the breakthrough in terms of pupils’
engagement was to ensure that a multiplicity
of pupil voices was heard, including those of
“ordinary pupils” and the creative disruptors.
Pupils now volunteer to offer “It matters to me”
assemblies on topics political and personal. The
Secretary of the boy-run Architectural Society is
engaged in choosing architects for major projects,
and a diverse group of art and science pupils
have been commissioned to work with Royal
Academicians on the exterior or interior design
of new buildings. Boys are deployed on every
teacher recruitment panel, devising questions,
leading interview sessions and feeding back
formally to the College Master.

z, Arts
Will Gompert
BBC
Editor of the

Gregory Doran, Artistic
Director of the Royal
Shakespeare Company
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Finding talent

Talent: finding it,
developing it,
promoting it
Creative
executive
search

Rosemary Fisher,

Consultant, Perrett Laver
Market response to business needs can often
be regrettably circular – and the history of
executive search in education appointments
is no exception.
Far from injecting dynamism into senior
leadership appointment processes, search
began instead to mirror the standardised
practices of the sector it sought to reinvigorate.

In a four-page feature,
Insight asks “search industry”
figures and a leading Head
to reflect on how talent is
fostered in schools.

However, it is possible to search exhaustively
and adventurously, produce genuinely diverse
fields, advocate compellingly, bring market
knowledge to bear and run a process which
makes candidates feel like the client and helps
clients make notable appointments.
Search companies can also add value to their
clients between appointments with a range of
advisory services, the demand for which arises,
in large part, from a creative approach in which
clients and candidates find they wish to have
continuing involvement.
Since clients are usually long-term partners,
the search company’s status as virtual insiders
positions them well to add advisory value,
particularly on the interpersonal subtleties of
organisational relationships. Meanwhile, practice
cannot remain static. The changing demands
on senior leaders in schools have increased
focus on role design, skills auditing and training
needs. Cross-sector and cross-continent
competition for talent has led to increased focus
on staff retention and reward. External factors –
political, social and economic – have increased
demand for functional advice across human
resources, finance, operational management
and governance.

Related services now include written and
verbal counsel on a diversity of areas: salary
benchmarking, a full governance review,
complex restructuring, senior team relationshipbuilding or developing an internal candidate
who has been a runner-up in an appointment
process.
For candidates – also long-term partners who
may one day become clients – regular meetings
provide catch-up on fresh developments in their
roles and their senior leadership aspirations. This
can help them to position their achievements
and expertise ambitiously yet subtly for their
next career move.
My company’s approach to headhunting
is grounded in various attributes. These
include advocacy that is compelling but also
pragmatic and truthful (for example, connecting
outstanding candidates with the real story
behind the client’s public face) as is our
approach to advisory services between and
after appointments. The aim is to challenge
appropriately, bring fresh perspective, and allow
debate and discussion with our client and
candidate partners.

Talented senior teachers – the search is on
CH: The schools’ sector is evolving rapidly and

Cynthia Hall,

Co-Head of Schools,
and Nick Hastings, Head
of Executive Assessment
and Coaching at Saxton
Bampfylde
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becoming increasingly diverse. As competition
heightens, parents, pupils and governors
expect a far greater return on investment. This
has resulted in schools needing to think more
innovatively, to look further afield for candidates
and to be able to offer more appealing
opportunities to staff.
Gone are the days when employers could rely
on the same people staying for long periods of
time. This can offer advantages, as a healthy
turnover of people ensures organisations stay
relevant and fresh. However, the employee
marketplace, whether for schools or other
sectors, is more competitive than it has
ever been.

A need for candidates to demonstrate a
commercial and entrepreneurial approach is
becoming an important criterion in education
“search”; as well as experience, enthusiasm
and energy, of course. This challenge to the
more traditional education sector is generating
a greater demand for search, and the additional
services that firms like ours can offer.

NH: As in many sectors, the notion of
incentivising school staff has shifted beyond
financial remuneration and demands a more
creative and holistic view to win hearts and
minds and demonstrate the cultivation of talent.
Being able to demonstrate strong values,
effective leadership and a compelling vision
for talent management is vital from a school

Expertise
Head and his or her senior team. This needs
to resonate with staff and connect to their own
sense of purpose to keep them engaged.
In response to this, we have developed a suite
of “leadership consulting” services which is
in increasing demand. The suite includes selfawareness, leadership effectiveness and how
to implement measurable talent plans closely
aligned to the school’s overall strategy.

CH: Within this, the importance of successful
talent management programmes – and what
makes them work – is becoming increasingly
apparent.

Developing talent
The successful attraction and retention of
talent comes from a board of Governors which
advises but does not interfere, and a Head
who leads and collaborates with deputies,
but does not control and is not purely
interested in results and league tables.

NH: Schools, as teaching institutions, have
traditionally not felt the need for external
support to develop leadership and staff
purpose. However, with more schools
looking to search firms, there is an increased
recognition that commissioning talent analysis
and leadership development across senior
management can significantly improve the
ability to identify where strengths lie and
where development is needed.

So what is “talent management”?
Many organisations therefore try to define
what skills and knowledge – or leadership
competencies – are needed for different
leadership levels, then design development
experiences to help staff make these transitions.

Barry Speirs,

Head of Leadership
Consultancy,
RSAcademics
Talent management is a good example of
a well-established business practice only
recently and rarely found in schools. But how
can it help schools review their approaches
to succession planning and growing their
own leaders?
While all organisations develop staff, talent
management involves taking a more deliberate,
planned and structured approach, making some
distinctions between groups of staff in how their
development is supported. The most common
of these is identifying those staff who show most
promise and interest in leadership positions to
plan how their learning can be accelerated and
broadened to facilitate this.
It’s not just about training. People learn most
about leadership through experience, so an
important part of nurturing talent is organising
challenging opportunities for people to learn and
demonstrate new skills.
The key to getting ahead is adapting how
you work (not just working harder!).

Some common talent
management practices
Staff development meetings. These might
involve the SMT discussing individuals in
their teams and how their development could
be supported through one or more of the
initiatives below. Sometimes the individuals also
attend discussions, presenting their CVs and
development plans.
Identifying staff with promise and interest in
leadership. These are typically about 10% of
peers. Organisations define some criteria, in
addition to current job performance, and go
through a process of collecting information and
assessing people against these.
Broadening experiences. Organisations may
operate a checklist for giving individuals rounded
experiences when allocating responsibilities.
As well as thinking “who can do this?” they
consider “who would benefit from doing this?”
Enlisting the help of others. You can learn a lot
from others and organisations; try to make this
happen through a number of initiatives:
• Shadowing: e.g. a few days following
a leader in another organisation.
• Peer support: e.g. bringing groups together
to exchange ideas.
• Coaching/mentoring: e.g. a dedicated
person assigned to support a manager
through a transition.

•

Visibility to top management: e.g. a career
discussion with a senior leader every two
years.

Competencies. These describe the knowledge
and abilities that leaders should demonstrate.
In some organisations they are applied to many
“people processes” such as promotion criteria,
performance reviews, recruitment interviews etc.,
and, in particular, they can help aspiring leaders
identify gaps and plan for their development.
Organising additional feedback to diagnose
development needs. Apart from the annual
appraisal, there are many additional tools and
initiatives to provide more detailed, personal
feedback to improve people’s self-awareness.
These include upward or 360-degree feedback,
personality profiles and other psychometric
tests, and running “development centres”. These
are training events where groups of aspiring
leaders undertake observed work simulations
and are given detailed feedback.
Individual development planning. An Individual
Development Plan (IDP) is a way of pulling
together much of what we have described so far.
IDPs are often separated from the performance
appraisal to encourage a more open discussion
where issues such as pay or performance rating
are off the agenda, and to emphasise that an IDP
is owned by the individual.
Leadership training courses. I have left this for
last – deliberately – because while it is often
the first thing people think of when it comes to
developing leaders, there are so many other
options that should also be considered and that
often add more value.
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Promoting talent

Bringing in able
colleagues

“It is a great
sign of a good
school that staff
move on
to leadership
positions at other
schools.”

Expertise

Tomorrow’s talent

How graduates rise to the
top in fields like education

Jonathan Black,

Director of the
Careers Service,
University of Oxford

Image courtesy of St Mary’s Ascot

Mary Breen

(St Mary’s Ascot)
All leaders and managers know the axiom
“appoint people better than yourself”.
Of course this is a terrific idea. No Head can do
everything, or know everything; and so if they
surround themselves with more talented people,
the Head then choreographs the team, the
individuals feel that they have their own domain,
and can show initiative, and lead change, and of
course, they do the work. Best of all, the Head
looks brilliant, basking in all the glory of the
strong team, and the school goes from strength
to strength.
Of course, none of it is as simple as this, but it is
the basis of appointing staff. It is curiously hard
to bring others with you on this; even a good
Head of Department can feel threatened by a
better qualified or more charismatic teacher at
appointment. It’s then the Head’s job to convince
them, gently, that having such staff can only be
good for the department.
10

What are the pitfalls or consequences of this
policy? The most worrying is the syndrome we
will all have heard about: “Death by Deputy”. A
Head is struggling, perhaps with governors, and
a brilliant deputy is appointed. The governors
think “if only we had him/her at the helm” and
very quickly it can go pear shaped. I know of at
least three schools where the Head has lost their
job through “Death by Deputy”.
But that is the worst-case scenario. Another
consequence, though, is that these talented
appointments of yours are ambitious (good),
driven (great) and want promotion – and that will
very probably be to another school. Less good.
Or is it?
As all of us will know, our non-education
governors, find it extraordinary that we actively
help our own staff to gain promotion – to senior
management, deputy headship and Headship
at other schools. My own Pastoral Deputy left
St Mary’s in July 2016 to assume Headship at
a local girls’ school. She was thrilled, and so
were we. My Chair of Governors was dismayed.
“I thought she was good?” he said. “She is,” I
replied. “Why do you want her to leave then?”
Why do we want them to leave? It is a great sign
of a good school that staff move on to leadership
positions at other schools. It is particularly
good for the pupils to see. They know that they
must have very good teachers around them if

there is career progression, and success, in the
Common Room. It is attractive to candidates
applying to your school – they see that coming
to your school may well lead to promotion at a
later stage. So, yes, you lose someone good.
You just might replace them with someone better
– certainly someone new will bring fresh ideas to
the role, and after seven years or so may choose
to move on. I never second-guess how long
people may stay. I would rather have someone
brilliant for one year than someone average for
ten (wouldn’t we all?).
And so, at St Mary’s, we have fabulous
teachers who have been with us for very many
years – the core of the Common Room and
the keepers of the ethos, bringing quality and
continuity. We have at least seven staff who
have moved on to Headship of boarding and
day schools all over the UK. And we have
the self-styled “boomerangs” – teachers who
start at St Mary’s, move to another school for
promotion, and come back to St Mary’s, also
for promotion. Three of my six-strong senior
team are boomerangs (including me); three of
my six-strong Housemistress team and two of
our Heads of Department are boomerangs. How
terrific for all staff – and pupils – to see that staff
want to return to a school which thrives on talent
spotting, encouragement and celebrating the
success, not only or always of the pupils, but
also of the staff who run your school with you.

“Why should we hire you?” is probably the
most obvious, perhaps difficult, and yet
easiest to prepare question for candidates to
answer at their job interview. It is, in essence,
the only question that organisations are
asking, whether for that first role, perhaps
as a trainee teacher, as head of a large
school, and every role in between.
Today’s students have taken on the implicit
contract of “learn to earn”. In other words, if you
get a good education, and achieve great grades
at GCSE, A level/IB, and degree levels, then
well-paid and interesting roles will follow. Up to
a point.
When organisations pose the original question,
they seek candidates who have many of the
so-called employability skills: problem solving
and technical expertise learned in the classroom
is one of these skills, but to rise to the top in
education – or any other field – recruiters will
look for leadership, communication, business/
customer awareness, and others. If we focus

Image courtesy of the University of Oxford Careers Service

on the education field – incidentally, the biggest
single sector that Oxford undergraduates enter
after graduation – I would propose that excellent
candidates at all levels are able to demonstrate
both an awareness and response to new
innovations in this sector, and well-developed
human skills (sometimes referred to as EQ or
emotional intelligence).

All of these enhance their reputation or personal
brand – this often goes before the candidate
and is summed up in one sentence, particularly
when senior staff are searching for candidates.
Reputation applies to pupils too – employers
increasingly look at a candidate’s social media
presence, and therefore implied reputation, to
answer the “Why should we hire you?” question.

We are told that robots will take over many of our
jobs, and I think we can assume that teaching
will not be immune from this. The talented
graduate will have researched this area and have
a view on, for example, robot teachers, MOOCS
(Massive Open Online Courses) or the rise of
the “customer” culture in students. In turn,
the best candidates will have considered the
positive opportunities offered by technology – for
example for personalised learning.

Schools are gradually raising awareness among
pupils of the benefits of career preparation.
While this is in part responding to demand,
schools should guard against raising anxiety
levels in pupils without providing them with
the reassurance that, by taking some specific
actions now, they will be well prepared.

On the EQ side, despite the rise of technology
(“Can I just Google that, please, instead of going
to the library?”), the successful graduate and
job holder will develop their skills in relationshipbuilding. They will actively seek out ways to
contribute to the school’s society, volunteer for
leadership positions (not always the same as
being in charge), develop their communication
skills, broaden their networks and essentially
find ways to help others.

Given that Lower Sixth Formers who go to
university will not be getting a full-time job for
at least five years, many of the organisations
and roles they will be applying for may not
exist. So our advice for them, and for the
mid-career professional – in education and any
other sector – is to build the set of transferable
skills based on demonstrable experiences of
taking responsibility and being a productive and
positive member of a team. Armed with these
experiences, the talented graduate will rise to the
top of whatever field they choose in life.
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Expertise
Future prospects

“I was an
Acting Inspector
in the Metropolitan
Police Service for
ten years.”

Mark Knowles,
Head of Classics
at Ashville College

“I want 400 new
MFL teachers this
year. Yes, Minister”
HMC Membership Secretary, Ian
Power, describes a silent revolution
in teacher training and its implications
for independent schools.
In June 2016 a small group of schools
representatives met with Education
Minister Nick Gibb, who told them starkly:
“I want you to provide an additional 400
trained language teachers each year”.
This was the first meeting of a group tasked
to create a national school-based centre for
languages training designed to bring together
the best language departments from both the
maintained and independent sectors. It would
be a collaboration giving independent schools
a major say in a new vehicle for recruitment
and professional training, and it was seen as a
speedy remedy to a crisis.

But what crisis? And why should HMC schools
be considering participating in a major onthe-job teacher training scheme? Surely we
should simply be supporting our local university
education departments and in particular their
outstanding MFL teams?
The answer is as simple as the Minister’s
statement: few of those outstanding
departments remain, and those that do are
finding it increasingly difficult to recruit graduate
trainees to their PGCE programmes.

A silent revolution
For the past six years, successive governments
have moved the focus of teacher training
from universities to schools. Ever since
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Education Secretary Michael Gove coined
the phrase “teaching school”, nearly all of the
government’s energy, time and resources have
been focused on moving teacher training out of
universities and into the “best schools”.
And in terms of pure numbers, this ambition
has been remarkably successful. Since the
introduction of the School Direct on-the-job,
paid training scheme in 2013, the proportion
of newly qualified teachers (NQTs) in the
maintained sector qualifying through traditional
university PGCE routes has declined from 80%
in 2012-2013 to 52% in 2014-2015.
The independent sector has seen a similar
trend. In 2012-2013, three-quarters of the 1,100
NQTs joining ISC association schools had
trained in university education departments;
in 2015-2016 this had fallen to 55%. In the
same period, several university education
departments have closed and all have had their
training allocation cut.
Meanwhile, all teacher training applications
have moved onto the UCAS website. A quick
search today will show that there are over 300
different teacher training providers listed. These
range from the traditional large-scale university
departments such as Oxford, Cambridge and
London, through large multi-academy trust
groups such as United Learning and Harris,
to small school-based units, some with only
a handful of schools offering a very limited
number of places in an even more limited
number of subjects.
Gone are the days when a graduate interested
in teaching would apply to a modest number of
high-quality university education departments,
secure in the knowledge that they would be
in a sizeable group of like-minded subject
specialists with assured placements in
experienced partner-maintained and (perhaps
too infrequently) independent schools.

There are still plenty of university-led PGCE
students out there, and what does it matter
if they have been trained in school-led
programmes and Teaching School alliances?
Surely HMC schools can still recruit them as
Newly Qualified Teachers? If only it were that
simple!
The silent revolution has seen the large multiacademy trusts developing sophisticated
recruitment and professional development
programmes. United Learning trains over
100 teachers each year, the vast majority
guaranteed permanent jobs within its group
of schools. Harris and Ark operate schemes
on a similar scale. The new reality is that
independent schools looking to recruit NQTs
who would previously have trained at a
university and were “open to offers” in the wider
job market are fishing in a steadily diminishing
pool.
NQTs registered for induction by the
Independent Schools Teacher Induction Panel
(IStip) have fallen by more than 10% in the past
two years, and for those emerging with a PGCE
from a university, the fall is a staggering 30%.
The trend is only heading in one direction.

Case Study:
Career-Changer

So what good news is
there for independent
schools?
First, there has been a steady growth in
on-the-job training in our schools. The IStip
figures also show that the number of NQTs
trained in our schools has increased over the
past three years from around 250 to around
400. Much of this increase has come from
independent schools running their own training
programmes in conjunction with specialist
university providers such as Buckingham and
Manchester Metropolitan, and in doing so they
have developed a real expertise in teacher
recruitment and training.
Second, HMC launched the HMC Teacher
Training scheme (HMCTT) in 2013 both to
encourage schools to develop on-the-job
training and to engage with graduates in
universities and potential career changers who
might be considering a career in teaching. Over
a hundred trainees have been recruited by HMC
schools over the past two years from a pool of
over 3,000 potential applicants.

What attracted you to HMCTT and how
did you hear about it?
I wasn’t aware of HMCTT before applying for
my position at Ashville College, though I had
heard very generally about programmes aimed at
recruiting career changers into teaching. However,
it was a godsend, enabling me to engage in a
highly respected, well-structured programme – with
QTS after just one year – whilst learning on the job.

Finally, what about the crisis in language
teacher recruitment? The national schoolbased centre for languages training is now
recruiting through the UCAS website with offers
of support from more than fifty HMC and GSA
schools.* There is already talk of developing
similar schemes for physics and mathematics.
For independent schools unsure about entering
the brave new world of on-the-job training,
these new collaborations are the perfect
introduction to what has quickly become the
future of teacher training.
At a time of teacher shortages, we shall
only have ourselves to blame if we have not
developed our in-house expertise for the day
when the supply of university-trained NQTs
finally dries up.
* See UCAS webpage https://www.ucas.com/ucas/
teacher-training/find-training-programme

I believe that immersive environments are the very
best places in which to learn. And at the time,
a wholesale withdrawal from salaried work whilst
retraining simply wasn’t practical for me.

What were you doing in the year before
joining the programme?

Mark Knowles, Head of
Classics at Ashville College

As part of this, induction tutors and mentors
in dozens of HMC schools have been given a
wider brief to develop their skills and expertise,
supported by bespoke training delivered by
HMCPD and IStip, and are now at the forefront
of recruiting and training a new generation of
specialist independent school teachers.

on a job specification is one thing, but you simply
can’t know how it will look and feel until you start.
There’s no doubt it’s been very demanding to hit
the ground running. And it’s equally challenging
in the evenings to try to switch off thinking about
lesson planning, resources and learning how to
teach effectively.

I was an Acting Inspector in the Metropolitan
Police Service for ten years. Most of this time had
been spent in response policing but with spells
within the CID, Public Order and Neighbourhood
Policing Teams.

The main difference is that I used to put my kit into
a locker and forget about work for the day. Being
thanked for lessons rather than routinely dealing
with confrontation was also a very welcome
change!

What have been the vivid impressions
of your first few months in teaching?
Is it what you expected?

If you have set yourself a goal for
2016/17, what is it?

It was the drastic contrast between policing inner
city London, with the associated rhythm of shift
work, and that of a vibrant microcosm that is a
great school.
It took a few dizzying weeks to readjust, but
I had the help of exceptionally friendly and
understanding colleagues. Seeing requirements

I want to learn how to teach more smartly. It’s very
easy to reduplicate work, to overcook things and
forget that the best-intentioned plans don’t always
survive first contact.
Also, to enjoy the moment more. For instance,
my U13 rugby team had a great game recently
and, immediately afterwards, my first thought was
“Where do I need to be next?” rather than simply
to press pause and enjoy being in the present.
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New faces

HMC welcomes new Members

People

Rachel Dent

Peter Goodyer

Paul Vicars

John Bell

Jesse Elzinga

Will Phelan

Mark Boobbyer

Rachel Owens

The Abbey School

Bede’s School

Birkenhead School

The British School of Barcelona

Reading Blue Coat School

Stamford Endowed Schools

St Columba’s College, Dublin

St George’s College, Weybridge

Melanie Warnes

Alun Jones

Eve Jardine-Young

Joanne Thomson

Alasdair Kennedy

Philip Stapleton

Sarah Haslam

Tim Firth

The British School of Brussels

Chetham’s School of Music

Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Clayesmore School

Trinity School

West Buckland School

Withington Girls’ School

Wrekin College

Matthew Raggett

Simon Herbert

Tom Lawson

Nigel Brown

The Doon School, India

Dulwich College Beijing

Eastbourne College

The English College in Prague

Debbie Leonard

Simon Reid

Rebecca Glover

Colin Gambles

The Grange School

Gordonstoun

Hull Collegiate School

Hutchesons’ Grammar School

Mark Fenton

Joe Smith

Lorraine Earps

Jo Cameron

King Edward’s School, Birmingham

The Oratory School

Queen’s College, Taunton

Queenswood School
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HMC Professional Development:
Developing inspirational
teachers and leaders
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Opportunities for
growth: mergers
and multi-school
foundations
Mark Semmence (Mount Kelly) and Tricia
Kelleher (The Stephen Perse Foundation)
explain how decisions to grow heralded an
era of expansion at their respective schools.
Mark
Semmence
(Mount Kelly)
Recent history suggests that outside
London and the South East, school
mergers are an increasingly common
feature of the independent education
landscape. The challenge for Governors
and Heads is not simply to engineer a
successful merger, but to create a wholly
new school. A merger should be seen as a
moment rich with possibility, though only
for those who are committed to bringing
about radical change in a very short period
of time. Born from the 2014 merger of
Mount House, Kelly College and Kelly’s
standalone prep school, Mount Kelly in
Devon is a case in point.
The starting point in driving through a successful
merger is that every decision must be informed
by a resolute commitment to the single-school
principle, and in matters of uniform, structure,
curriculum, policy and process the focus must be
on the creation of a single community. From wholeschool church services, sporting events and social
gatherings, to the establishment of a single parents’
association and the creation of a single-school
calendar, the one-school message must be clearly
and consistently championed. There is no room for
nostalgia, sentimentality or sacred cows.
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It is also critical that the ethos and identity
of the new school is formed in relation to its
demographic context. Given Mount Kelly’s
location, on the sparsely populated western edge
of Dartmoor, it was critical to reconnect with the
wider UK boarding market. Extending the day
by two hours, enhancing the extra-curricular
programme, reinvigorating the weekend offer
and heightening the expectations on staff to
contribute fully to the life of a busy boarding
school: all are clear signs of commitment to highquality boarding education and have yielded a
36% increase in boarding numbers at the school
over the last two years.
A merger also provides the moment for structural
change. At Mount Kelly the fundamental, though
controversial, decision was to cease provision
for Years 7 and 8 at the college and adopt the
traditional prep (3-13)/senior school (13-18)

Boarding numbers at Mount Kelly have increased
by 36% over the last two years.

“Our mindset
became entrepreneurial,
taking advantage
of opportunities that
presented themselves
and creating them
where they did
not exist.”

model with all pupils in Years 7 and 8 following
the Common Entrance syllabus. This was clearly
the right decision. Not only does it yield greater
educational value, but it also created the flexibility
which is so vital in an increasingly fragmented
market, facilitating entry into and exit from the
school at a range of points.
The re-shaping of the school went hand in hand
with a root and branch overhaul of the curriculum,
and of staffing and management structures,
which have significantly reduced the cost base.
Related to this process was the introduction
of a foundation-wide performance-related pay
structure, implemented in consultation with
the NUT.
Mergers also present the opportunity to
establish or build upon a USP. Capitalising
on Kelly College’s reputation for excellence in
swimming, the governors committed early to the
construction of an Olympic legacy 50m pool.
Built in partnership with Sport England, and with
a clear commitment to community engagement,
this project is already enabling Mount Kelly to
recruit boarders from across the UK.
Mergers clearly present a range of challenges,
but they can also bring enormous benefits.
Following years of decline across the three former
schools, Mount Kelly is growing rapidly, with a
28% increase in numbers from Years 9 to 13
since 2014. For those charged with carrying it
through, a merger presents an enviable moment
of opportunity, and one that, with the support of a
strong Chair and Governing Body, must be seized
with excitement and robust optimism.

“Following
years of decline
across the three
former schools, Mount
Kelly is growing rapidly,
with a 28% increase
in numbers.”

The school’s strategy for growth is based on a distinctive approach to education.

Tricia Kelleher
(The Stephen Perse
Foundation)
The greatest challenge facing independent
schools today is sustainability. In an age when
one socio-economic group or another seems
squeezed out of the market almost every year
by rising fee levels, and where the thicket of
regulation appears to grow exponentially,
schools of a certain size face an uncertain
future. My school was in this position a decade
ago.
The Stephen Perse Foundation only came into
being in 2009. Formerly the Perse School for Girls
and located in the heart of Cambridge, the school
admitted pupils aged 7-19 across two schools and
would have been described then as a mediumsized school. I think it is fair to say that the change
in the Cambridge educational landscape this
century focused the minds of the Senior Team and
the Governors on the future. We all agreed that
the school needed a strategy for growth based
on a distinctive approach to education which
differentiated us from our competitors. It is not
an exaggeration to say that as an institution our
mindset changed and we became entrepreneurial,
seeking to take advantage of opportunities that
presented themselves and creating them where
they did not exist.

What transpired – at first iteratively, but later as a
coherent plan – was our Reach Strategy. So how
did we do this? First, and most important, was to
offer learning centred on educating young people
for their future, and to communicate this clearly
to all our stakeholders: pupils, staff, parents,
governors and alumni. We remain committed
to academic excellence – an integral part of our
DNA as a former direct grant grammar school
– but we also understand the importance of an
education which values the intangible as well as
the measurable. Our distinctive “learning wheel”
placing the learner at the heart of the school was
created through consultation with teachers across
our school who consequently took “ownership” of
our approach to education.
The Stephen Perse Foundation thus has a learning
philosophy at its core. We believe this value-led
approach to education is as valid for boys as for
girls. The opening of our co-educational Sixth
Form College was the first tentative step in our
journey. Extending the range of our school to age
3 was the next logical step. What this meant in
practice was the establishment of two pre-prep
schools, one in the city and another acquired in
Madingley, a village just outside Cambridge. This
and the merger with a co-educational prep school
in Saffron Walden extended our geographical
reach.
With six schools in and around Cambridge, it
quickly became apparent that our traditional
management structure was too thinly stretched
to offer the leadership each school required.

Extending the age range of pupils to age 3
increased the school’s geographical reach.

Today each school within the Foundation has a
quasi-autonomous Head, line managed by me,
the Executive Principal. With an emphasis on
collaboration, horizontally and vertically, each
leader engages with colleagues across the
Foundation schools. In this way we ensure that the
school leaders, whilst leading their own schools,
are also leaders within the Foundation.
Having been appointed as the Headmistress of a
traditional academic girls’ school in 2001, today I
am Executive Principal of a Foundation which we
believe has a bright future. The most important
lesson I have learnt is the importance of strategic
planning in ensuring sustainability for the future.
To stand still is to go backwards.
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Pupils driving a “Green” agenda
In Wiltshire and in Qatar schools are learning from their pupils’ priorities,
as Mark Lascelles (Dauntsey’s School), Brian Kerr and Naomi Capewell
(Eco Team Project Leaders at Doha College) explain.
Set as we are in the beautiful Wiltshire
countryside – and fortunate to count Richard
Sandbrook, co-founder of Friends of the
Earth, as an old Dauntseian – respecting our
environment has long been a consideration for
our community.

Mark Lascelles
(Dauntsey’s School)
I wonder how often a parent asks about
your school’s “green” credentials? In my
experience, it’s nowhere near the top of the
list for the parents I meet, and I must confess
it wasn’t top of my list until I appreciated the
economic as well as wider environmental
benefits of a “green” strategy.
For many years, pupils have learnt about
environmental issues through the curriculum,
be it in geography, focusing on climate change,
in science, looking at habitats, or in general
discussions about food supply and demand.
Most schools have recycling schemes, possibly
some compost bins around the playground and
maybe even a wind turbine. However, the case
for “green” in schools has moved on apace.
There is a growing appreciation of the business
benefits of adopting a “green” strategy and
much of this has been driven by pupils.

But this mindset shifted a gear in 2008 when
pupils created a society called The Big Green
Thing. One of its first actions was to persuade
the school to invest in ten thermal solar panels to
heat the swimming pool showers. It was the start
of a move towards renewable energy that has
seen photovoltaic panels installed on one of the
boarding houses, the sports hall and swimming
pool complex, as well as the main school Hall.
During daylight hours, when energy needs peak,
these panels generate a maximum 138 kilowatts
and offset our electrical consumption.

“There
is a growing
appreciation of the
business benefits
of adopting
a “green”
strategy.”

It’s fair to say that pupils have been ahead
of the game on environmental issues.

The Big Green Thing was also the driving force
behind installing a biomass digester in 2010.
This turns food waste into powdered bio-fuel
that can be fed into a biomass boiler which heats
the sports hall and swimming pool complex,
as well as one of the boarding houses. It was
such a success that we have installed a second
one at our junior boarding house which uses
sustainable wood pellets to generate heat and
hot water.
Significant pupil thought went into the planning
of our new pavilion. Their vision was to integrate
eco-friendly values into the fabric of the school.
Heat and hot water are provided by a ground
source heat pump, and the sedum roof ensures
that the building blends into the landscape.
The Big Green Thing has organised three major
conferences in the past decade involving 12
different schools and more than 500 delegates.
Through their involvement in this society, pupils
have learnt that there are no quick fixes and that
there is a need to play the long game in order to
achieve change that really matters.
It’s fair to say that pupils have been ahead of the
game on environmental issues, but the school
is now very clear about the many benefits of a
“green” agenda. We have recently appointed a
Green Governor to ensure that pupils’ views are
heard loud and clear and that their concerns are
reflected in our policies.

The Big Green Thing continues to inspire former pupils.
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I have an outstanding team of teachers here
at Dauntsey’s, but our experience on “green”
issues reminds me that we must listen closely to
what the younger generation has to say.

Brian Kerr and Naomi
Capewell (Eco Team
Project Leaders at
Doha College)
There are many things that spring to mind
when one envisions the tiny Arab State
of Qatar – abundant oil, searing desert
temperatures and its status as 2022 World
Cup host country. However, it is certainly
not known for sustainable practices and,
with a rapidly growing population, rampant
consumerism and the continuous import
of goods, food and water, Qatar’s carbon
footprint is far greater than one would
expect for a country of its size.
Living in a country where environmental
awareness is still in its infancy, we felt it was
imperative at Doha College to articulate a
vision of a greener and more sustainable
Qatar to our students. Thus, in 2014, we
became the country’s first school to introduce
the internationally recognised Eco Schools
programme to our primary and secondary
curricula.

“In a
country where
environmental
awareness is still in
its infancy, articulating
a vision of a more
sustainable Qatar to
our students was
imperative.”

At first, our road to becoming an accredited
“green flag” Eco School seemed truly
overwhelming: an insurmountable journey.
Many of our students had never recycled a
single item in their lives, were used to seeing
their litter “magically disappear” after breaks
and, in a country where having a family maid

The Eco School Committee
planting bougainvillea in reused
tyres to improve the school grounds.

is the norm, the notion of motivating others
to clean up after themselves was an entirely
alien concept to many.
However, as the Eco School Committee
formed and our students took hold of the
programme, it soon became apparent that our
greatest asset in achieving our goal resided
in the children themselves. Those individuals
who had joined the committee were in
possession of a strong growth mindset and
were able to visualise an improved, more
environmentally friendly campus from which
the whole school community would benefit.
There were, of course, many naysayers who
told them that “they would struggle to get
people on board” and their ideas “would not
work”. However, the committee persevered,
discussed the challenges, volunteered
solutions and relaunched modified plans of
action. The success of this was manifest with
many staff soon praising the “new look” yard,
with vastly diminished litter – a real triumph
for the committee and an excellent lesson
in resilience.
As the Eco School Committee grew from
strength to strength, more and more
students and staff were motivated by their

actions: introducing a permanent paper
and plastic recycling scheme, improving
school grounds by planting bougainvillea
in reused tyres, building a greenhouse from
plastic bottles and organising a whole-school
cross-curricular event to recognise World
Environment Day. Each time they faced
challenges and criticisms, they overcame
these with discussion and an admirable
collaborative approach.
In June 2016, after two years of the Eco
Schools programme, our Al Waab campus
was successfully awarded the green flag – the
first school in Qatar to be honoured with this
recognition. As we reflect on the committee’s
achievements, it is clear that living in Qatar
– a country lacking in sustainable practices
– was of no real disadvantage in attaining
our award. However, had our students been
stopped by the belief that this was actually a
barrier to their success, then the outcome of
our green flag journey would have been very
different.
With our next green flag inspection taking
place in June 2018, our challenge now will be
to drive forward our current success.
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Girls and sport – increasing
participation through to the
Upper Sixth
Vignettes from five high-participation schools explain
the most striking finding in HMC’s 2015 survey of pupil
involvement in sports and competitive fixtures.

Louise Hall, Director
of Sport, Fitness and
Wellbeing, Benenden
School
The holistic programme of Sport, Fitness and
Wellbeing at Benenden provides an outstanding
range of physical activities and associated
opportunities. This helps us to meet our overall
school aim of giving each pupil a complete
education in which she relishes all that school life
has to offer so that she leaves us as a confident,
positive young woman truly prepared for her future.
We strongly believe in helping each and every
pupil to find at least one form of physical activity
(hopefully many more) that they enjoy and are
good at, and we appreciate the importance
of promoting long-term habits with respect to
maintaining an active and healthy lifestyle. We
want pupils to be happy, inspired and proud of
their achievements whilst also taking responsibility
for themselves.

Douglas Robb
(Gresham’s)

Gresham’s girls’ love of sport
is fostered in many ways from
Year 3 to Year 13.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, many of our girls, both
former and current, have competed at local,
national and international levels in sport, and act
20

We offer 14 different sports* with coaching, clubs,
and recreational and competitive opportunities.
Our annual calendar sees more than 1,000 sports
fixtures, with teams from A-F level involved.
Our Inter-House programme is wide-reaching,
targeting all year groups in many of these sports,
as well as introducing other activities, and we
also offer a plethora of pool-based and exercise
and fitness classes. Furthermore, extensive
opportunities are provided for girls to benefit
from guest speakers, workshops and theoretical
lectures that support practical performance.

• Be creative and innovative with your curricular/
co-curricular programme, ensuring variety without
excessive compulsion.
• The development of our Student Sport &
Exercise Committee and Parents’ Sports Forum
has been extremely influential in enabling effective
two-way communication between the department,
pupil body and parents.
* The sports are: Lacrosse, Netball, Tennis, Squash,
Hockey, Swimming, Athletics, Trampoline, Rounders,
Cricket, Judo, Karate, Fencing and Badminton.
n School
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education at Gresham’s and

The school firmly believes that by taking part
in and enjoying any physical activity beyond
the classroom, girls develop better self-esteem
and experience higher mental alertness in
the classroom. Gresham’s girls learn valuable
lessons from healthy competition and
participation in sport including respect, rules and
the importance of teamwork.

We do recognise, however, that team sport is not
for everyone and that modern fitness disciplines
or less mainstream sports might prove more
attractive to some girls. This is reflected in our
compulsory Year 7-13 PE curriculum. Although
more rigid in the younger years to develop skill
and expose girls to different experiences, it is
flexible in terms of an options-based offering as
the girls progress.

Top Tips
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Sport is an integral part of

The girls enjoy a full fixture programme that
gives each one the opportunity to take part in
traditional team sports including hockey and
netball. They all experience regular games
sessions and are encouraged and coached
regardless of their sporting ability. To ensure
that each girl has the opportunity to take part
in something they enjoy, we offer an alternative
sporting programme which includes activities
such as Zumba, Pilates, street dance, bodypump, fencing and horse riding.

Our aim is that everyone participates regularly
in activity and can access competition if they
wish, but also that our top teams are consistently
successful in competition.

Image courtesy
of Gresham’s

as an inspiration to their peers and role models
for younger pupils. Great pride is taken in their
sporting achievements, and the school regularly
celebrates success. The school’s professional
coaching staff, some of whom have competed
at national and international level, also contribute
enormously to the girls’ determination to do well
on the pitch. And it is on the pitch where the girls
come together and make lasting friendships.

“Offering
flexibility in
terms of sporting
opportunities is key
for successful
participation.”

Top Tips
• Offering flexibility in terms of sporting
opportunities is key for successful participation.
• There will always be demand and a place
for traditional girls’ games in an HMC school;
however, it is important to recognise that by
introducing alternative activities, girls are given
greater opportunities for positive experiences
that suit their needs.

Ruth Mercer
(Godolphin & Latymer)
Sport is central to success at Godolphin
and Latymer – encouraging each girl to build
valuable, lifelong skills as well as enjoy their
time at school. We don’t pay lip service to this;
we actively promote sport, with girls being
encouraged to learn for life, not just for exams,
and to develop a wide range of interests
and talents. Participation in sport and other
extracurricular activities is prized as much as
academic success.
Our girls need to be able to approach the
future with qualities and skills that will enable
them to be happy and successful, resilient in
the face of adversity and willing to persevere
when necessary, appreciative of their worth
as individuals but also very much aware of the
importance of being able to work effectively with
others.
How, specifically, does this relate to sport? We
believe that sport and fitness bring important
and lasting health and wellbeing benefits for

every single girl, not just the elite sportswomen.
In team sport, the girls learn valuable social
lessons and to work collaboratively. They make
split-second decisions, and they learn about
what makes a good loser and a good winner.
They make friends.
In team and in individual sports, they learn how
to work towards a goal, to master basic and
fundamental skills first in order to progress; they
later learn to take setbacks in their stride and to
be resilient.
Given this powerful rationale, it is imperative
that we provide opportunities for each and
every girl to enjoy sport. All girls throughout
the school take part in timetabled lessons and
many in extracurricular activities. In each year
group, we run multiple squads, and all girls who
wish to play, for example, netball or hockey
competitively can do so. There are six netball
teams in Year 7 that compete with other schools
while other girls in our development/club squads
play matches internally. Over 100 Year 7 girls
participate in extracurricular hockey and a similar
number in netball. In Year 10, we run six U15
netball teams and two U15 hockey squads while
the PE department adopts a highly inclusive
approach so that all girls feel that participation,
as well as competition, is beneficial. House
matches and activities provide other competitive
and participatory opportunities.

We recognise that all girls, but especially those in
older year groups, enjoy variety in sport. Popular
choices include rock climbing (via a climbing
wall), trampolining, dance clubs, strength and
conditioning, basketball, volleyball, dance fit,
Zumba, badminton, gymnastics, indoor hockey,
fencing, kick boxing and martial arts clubs.
We can also offer rowing from Year 9 upwards,
which is very well-supported. Most activities are
led by the fully qualified staff, but a number are
led by the girls themselves.

Top Tips
• Simple things such as allowing girls to travel
to and from school in PE kit and to wear their kit
in other lessons helps encourage participation
and reduce self-consciousness about
appearance during and after sport – they don’t
even think about it.
• Sporting blogs, tweets and our sports portal
encourage parental involvement and allow
participation and success to be celebrated.
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Image courtesy of Bishop’s
Stortford College

HMC, taxi drivers and bursaries still too much of a well-kept secret

Lyndsay Shepherd,
Director of Sport,
Bishop’s Stortford
College
Since girls first became part of the college
community at Bishop’s Stortford in 1978, they
have engaged in sport and sporting activities
with the same enthusiasm and rigour as boys.
The college’s sporting heritage is well
documented and plays a major part in everyday
life, so when the school became co-ed, girls’
sport was given equal status to that of boys. The
prep school shares a similarly strong tradition, so
by the time pupils join the senior school, sport is
second nature.
Sport contributes to breadth and balance in
an environment where learning is seen by the
pupils as cool. So engagement in sport is natural
and celebrated but seen also as supporting
academic study. The sheer volume of fixtures
and the number of opportunities pupils of all
levels are given to represent their school instils
a sense of pride and achievement in all.

All levels of ability are
catered for, from elite to
more recreational including
“satellite sports” which offer more
esoteric options such as Zumba,
yoga and aerobics, as well as strength and
conditioning. The department includes many
strong females; the Head of Netball, for instance,
is an ex-England player, and such role models
contribute clearly to the high take-up amongst
college girls.

Top Tips

The house system also encourages sport with
all pupils competing against each other in crosscountry running, athletics, swimming, rugby,
hockey, netball and rounders.

• Facilities, extensive grounds and excellent
coaching are all contributors but, more than
anything, it is the culture of community and
engagement in that community, including
participation in sport, that makes the difference.

Image courtesy of Hurstpierpoint College

Richard Adams

of The Guardian says that
bursary access to HMC
schools must become better
known and understood.

Rob Kift, Director of
Sport, Hurstpierpoint
College

After a visit to The Manchester Grammar
School – and a meeting with its inspiring High
Master, Martin Boulton – the first thing the taxi
driver who picked me up there wanted to know
was: “How can I get my son into that school?”

Since going fully co-ed in 1996 and having
just celebrated 20 years of girls at the school,
Hurstpierpoint College continues to lead as a
sports school in West Sussex for both girls and
boys. In the meantime the school has almost
doubled in size and is now roughly 50/50 boys
and girls across a campus which hosts 3 schools
(pre-prep, prep and senior.)
In the early days, girls’ sport was a novelty,
and trying to establish girls’ teams (Hurst being
a very team-orientated school) was a real
challenge not only in terms of numbers but also
in terms of the girls’ confidence and willingness
to participate alongside their male counterparts.
Since then the girls’ programme has developed
steadily and not just in the major sports of
hockey, netball, athletics and tennis, for we also
offer golf, swimming and outdoor pursuits.
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It was a surprising question because I was
expecting “Where do you want to go?” So my
reply, “Manchester Piccadilly”, was probably
a bit confusing. But once that was sorted, I
told him that the school had scholarships and
bursaries to apply for. To which he replied:
“Yes, I know that, but how do we get those?”
The girls at Hurst are encouraged to become
involved in major team games for all the obvious
life skills that being part of a team engenders.
But for those girls who prefer slightly less
competitive situations, the school offers a
broad range of options, allowing them to select
an activity they feel to be appropriate to them
as individuals while helping to instil a lifelong
passion for physical exercise.

Comment

Image courtesy of The Manchester
Grammar School

Top Tips
• The key to Hurst’s success, I believe, is
cultural but is also to do with equality. The
school staff, as a body, promote and facilitate
girls’ sport equally as strongly as the boys: no
gender takes priority; pupils are all athletes in
their own right.

And that’s the problem for independent
schools in general, and HMC schools in
particular. It is all very well to tout the tens of
millions of pounds in fee support that HMC
and independent schools provide – £728m
in assistance, according to the ISC’s annual
census, reaching nearly a third of pupils – but if
this means of access is not made clear, then is
assistance getting to the right places?

Now there is a Conservative government that
appears to be asking a similar question. By
roping in independent schools, along with
universities, into its attempts to revive grammar
schools, the government is trying to fend off
criticism of its perceived elitism by offering a
counter-balancing anti-elitism.
Some Conservative commentators, who should
know better, have even floated the notion of a
new wave of grammar schools undermining the
independent sector. When challenged that the
fee-paying sector in Kent, for example, seems
to be very healthy, they retreat to suggesting
that things will be different in other, less well-off
parts of the country.
Quoting taxi drivers is something of a cliché
of journalism, but several independent school
Heads have told me, earnestly, of taxi-driving
parents among their cohorts of pupils, who
work hard and make sacrifices to pay for their
children’s education. Perhaps they do exist,
and if they do then HMC schools need to
mobilise them.

Image courtesy of The Manchester Grammar School

“Some school
websites make
finding the details
on fee assistance
an admissions test
in itself.”

To be clear, this isn’t merely to suggest a way
that independent schools can de-fang the
current government’s attempt to have them
run state academies or free schools – partly
because that isn’t a bad idea in itself, even if
the prospect of compulsion is. The point is that
the HMC should augment its much improved
media efforts with tangible evidence that it
offers routes to social mobility.
One thing that HMC schools could do is
to adopt a university-style analysis of its
admissions, to identify areas and policies that
could be shared between schools. One of
those might be lifting any bar on offering fee
assistance to junior school applicants. Another
might be making fee assistance procedures
more accessible – some school websites make
finding the details an admissions test in itself.
I have one suggestion for free: an annual,
national HMC bursary fund, open to
applications from UK residents, with the
recipients able to use the funds to pay fees
at the school of their choice, once admitted.
It would require schools to pool a small
amount of their fee assistance, and involve
a substantial administrative challenge. But it
would be tangible way of bringing that £728m
figure to life.
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Bringing order
to the world
of private
tutors and
entrance exams

“The end of term
is now used for Activities
Week with pupils spending
time on outdoor and
leadership education.”

Mark Lauder
(Ashville College)

“Parents will invariably register
their offspring to sit pre-tests at
more schools than in the past.”

Martin Collier
(St John’s Leatherhead)
Entrance examinations
“Do I need to find a tutor?” is a question often
asked by prospective parents faced with the
daunting task of getting their son or daughter
through a pre-test.
The proliferation of pre-tests in recent years
is, in part, the result of growing pressures on
schools, and in some areas of the country they
have been introduced as a way of managing
demand. But this trend has been a source of
despair for many feeder school Heads and a
source of anxiety for parents. Reassurance
that they do not need to find a tutor, that the
tests are to measure potential and that their
child can be adequately prepared for the tests
by following the curriculum in their current
school often falls on deaf ears.
Whereas some parents show restraint, often
on the advice of their feeder school Head, by
entering their sons and daughters for only two
or perhaps three tests, others sign up their
children for the pre-test treadmill; it is known
for children to sit pre-tests for six, seven,
eight or even more schools. At the same time
there is, of course, a tension between senior
schools not wanting prospective pupils to
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have to sit too many entrance tests and each
wanting to use the selection process they
feel to be most suitable for their institution.

but also interview prospective candidates to
assess whether they are a good “fit” and will
contribute outside as well as in a classroom.

So to help restore some sanity to the system
and to lessen the assessment burden, a
number of schools have started to use the
ISEB Common Pre-Test.

Meanwhile, the impact of pre-testing on the
curriculum offered in a number of prep schools
is a cause for concern, especially where
parental pressure has led to a narrowed Year
6 curriculum focusing on mathematics and
English in the run-up to the tests. Some even
teach verbal and non-verbal reasoning, albeit
for a short period of time before the tests.

The test is taken online and covers
mathematics, English, verbal reasoning and
non-verbal reasoning in a multiple choice
format. There are many advantages to using
the test; the candidates are registered by
the senior school (or schools) for which they
enter with the results made available to those
senior schools at which the candidate is
registered. A particularly appealing aspect
of the test is that it can be sat at the feeder
school and needs to be sat only once.

So why haven’t all pre-testing
senior schools adopted the
ISEB Common Pre-Test?
First, while the Common Pre-Test works for
some schools, it does not necessarily suit
others such as those that wish to set their own
mathematics and English tests in a different
format to multiple choice. Second, some
feeder school Heads prefer a multiple entry
system as it gives their pupils more than one
chance even though most senior schools do
not just assess pupils for entry through testing
(be this a Pre-Test or Common Entrance)

Equally worrying is the fact that, faced with
a myriad of different types of assessment
and competition for places, parents turn to
private tutors, some of whom are suitably
experienced, fully qualified and can instil
confidence. However, the tutor world is
unregulated and there is no guarantee of
quality, and the growth in private tutoring is an
unfortunate by-product of the pre-test culture.

Entrance exams and tutoring –
reducing the burden on pupils

The end of term is now used for activities
week with pupils spending time on
outdoor and leadership education

Shortly after arriving at Ashville as Head
in 2010, I concluded that the overall
burden of exams on our 10-year-olds
(and above) was unnecessary both for the
nature of the information it provided and
for the information we needed to make
decisions on entrance and scholarships.
We therefore embarked upon a transition to a
new structure designed to retain standards,
maintain the integrity of the transfer process
and capture the information required. We also
wanted to maintain a degree of benchmarking
against external candidates for those from
our own prep school. Finally, we wanted to
lessen unhelpful anxiety and exam burden on
our younger pupils, if possible, and restore
valuable curriculum time taken up by exam
preparation and tutoring.

What is the way ahead?
Some schools might make brave and positive
changes to their entrance/transfer procedures,
as Mark Lauder outlines in the article which
follows this. But for many schools, pretests are here to stay. As such we must
keep the interest of our feeder schools and
their pupils firmly in mind – perhaps by
seeking consistency of approach across
local schools – while ensuring that senior
school interests are also safeguarded.

Scrapping the entrance exam has
lessened stress and disruption.

We set up a small group to discuss and
determine what we were looking for in
our scholarship candidates, led by the
Academic Deputy and comprising key
Heads of Department. A visit to Manchester
Grammar School was helpful in developing
a new scholarship assessment day for
entrance candidates. This levelled the
field and introduced a broader range
of subjects, allowing teams of teaching
staff to observe and assess candidate
performance over a variety of areas, not just
test scores. This had the additional impact
of increasing Common Room attention to
scholarship and teaching the most able.
We then scrapped the entrance exam for our
own pupils, replacing it with a June performance
review in Year 5 to identify weaker candidates
who might need further support along with
formal discussion in November among senior
staff of every Year 6 pupil. At that point we
reserve the right to test for entry, but have
yet to use it, as the changes overall have led
to greater levels of targeted support early
on. Only prep school pupils who wish to be
considered for a scholarship have to present
for an exam, and help is provided in school
outside lessons, allowing the curriculum to
proceed uninterrupted. All external candidates
must follow the original entrance processes
(numeracy, literacy and NVR tests in January
of Year 6, interviews for all and references
provided).

The net result has been a lessening of stress
and disruption, an increase to over 90%
of retention into Year 7 and a robust and
valued scholarship assessment day that
pupils and staff enjoy, and which provides
a wealth of information that tests cannot,
while ensuring schools cannot teach to
the test. The processes are more timeconsuming for senior staff but are invariably
better in terms of knowledge provided about
pupils and communication with parents.
In addition, the move to after school of
entrance exam assistance and preparation
has freed up a month of classroom teaching,
has limited the anxiety issues to all but a few
pupils (who may be looking elsewhere) and has
engaged parents in the discussion about what
is and is not reasonable in terms of tutoring,
preparation and practice for entrance exams.
The benefits have massively outweighed the
drawbacks. In addition, we have been able
to cancel end-of-year exams in Year 7 and 8
since pupils are assessed regularly instead.
We now use the end of term for Activities
Week, with pupils spending dedicated
time on outdoor and leadership education.
But that’s a story for another time!
A longer version of this article supplying further operational
detail of the changes made at Ashville can be found at:
http://www.hmc.org.uk/insight/entrance-exams-tutoring
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Olympic
sports and the
nation’s health
Mark Steed

(JESS, Dubai) reflects on the
contributions of independent
and state schools.
Pupils who were educated in UK
independent schools won 30% of Team
GB medals at Rio 2016 and made up
39% of the medallists at London 2012.
Given that the sector accounts for
only 7% of the total school population
in Britain, the headline figures appear
stark. However, a detailed analysis of
what lies behind these headlines
reveals a very different picture to
the one commonly presented.

Second, the advent of Lottery funding has
brought a greater professionalism to Olympic
preparation. Today there is a Team GB
superstructure in which sport is a career for
many coaches and would-be Olympians
and where specific disciplines have been
centralised into centres of excellence (for
example, cycling in Manchester). In this new
age, most universities and sports clubs have
been relegated to the role of Team GB feeders.
However, this investment in the elite has
been concurrent with the well-documented
widespread sale of school playing fields. Elite
sport has benefited while the grass roots have
suffered.
So how can the state best develop sport
for young people? It is difficult to see how
schools can reclaim the ground that, literally,
they have lost. One option would be for the
state to invest more in club sport with its
community links and extensive volunteer
coaching structure while encouraging clubs to
build partnerships with local schools. In this
way local enthusiasts would provide for the
increasing number of pupils who are denied
access to a full range of sports at school.

Team sports
Team sports are a fundamental part of
independent school life. The schools compete
not only on academic grades but also on
sports results. A healthy competitive rivalry
between schools provides an impetus to
maintain high standards, and thus schools
invest key resources (time, facilities, coaching
and scholarships) in order to have top sports
teams. Indeed, top schools have sports
programmes which mirror those of the
professional clubs with whom they have
established relationships. These schools
understandably attract top talent, which
drives a virtuous cycle of improvement as
the school’s sporting reputation increases.
An HMC survey of 169 Member schools
in 2015 showed that 1,400 current pupils
had played for their country and 7,000
had represented their county. It should
therefore be no surprise that 50% of the
gold-medal-winning Women’s Hockey
team and 50% of the silver-medal-winning
Men’s Rugby Sevens team at Rio 2016
had attended an independent school.

First, there is a false dichotomy in the state/
independent school distinction. In practice
many pupils today are educated for at least
part of their schooling in both sectors, with the
Independent Schools Council estimating that
14% of young people in Britain experience the
independent sector for part of their schooling.
Indeed, because many independent schools
offer generous sports scholarship packages,
many top sportsmen and women have been
educated at some point in the maintained
sector. Tom Daley – an established member
of Team GB before he went to Plymouth
College on a scholarship – is a case in point.

Technical sports
Independent schools’ greatest contribution
to the medal count at the past two Olympics
has come in rowing: 8 gold and 6 silver
medallists at Rio 2016; and 6 gold, 4 silver
and 8 bronze medallists at London 2012.
It should be no surprise (and certainly not a
subject of criticism) that independent schools
make a disproportionate contribution to certain
technical sports, particularly rowing. Rowing
does not lend itself to wider participation,
both in terms of access (not everywhere has
a navigable waterway) or facilities (rowing
boats don’t come cheap). Although there are
a handful of state schools which row, rowing
has been the traditional domain of independent
schools and the clubs. In fact, 24 out 42 rowers
in Team GB at Rio 2016 came through the
club route. Indeed, it would be surprising if
the state, with limited resources, would make
rowing a priority in schools at the expense
of those areas where the cost of providing
access to Olympic sports is better value.

Bringing state school
sport up to the standard
of independent schools

Plymouth College Olympians: Jamila Lunkuse (Uganda), Ruta Meilutyte (Lithuania), Tom Daley (Great Britain), Jade Howard (Zambia).
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Rio 2016 gold medallists including: Crista Cullen (Oakham School), Maddie Hinch (King’s, Taunton),
Shona McCallin (Repton School), Lily Owsley (Clifton College), Susannah Townsend (Sutton Valence
School), Georgie Twigg (Repton School), Nicola White (Oldham Hulme Grammar).

There are very good reasons why independent
schools are so successful in fostering sporting
success. Ultimately it comes down to valuing
sport as an important part of the curriculum,
and investing in it.

“Independent
schools offer sports
programmes which
combine elite coaching
and top facilities made
available through
scholarships.”

Coaching. The most important factor by
far is that independent schools invest in
quality sports coaching and expertise. A
school can boast the best facilities in the
world, but without the drive and expertise
of top coaches, it will be in vain. Mount
Kelly in Devon has produced 26 Olympians
(mainly in swimming) since 1980, including
six Olympic medallists, with (during this
period) only a four-lane 25m pool.

years has been that young people not only
need to take regular exercise and to play sport
during the period of compulsory schooling,
but that they also need to keep going from 16
until 18. Most independent schools make sport
compulsory in the Sixth Form, which means
that when young people move into adulthood
they are accustomed to taking regular exercise
and have experienced the social and health
benefits of being part of a team or training group.

Time. Independent schools make compulsory
sport a priority. Pupils in independent schools
experience on average more than twice as
much sport per week as pupils in statefunded schools. Pupils in top teams routinely
have practices both before and after school,
in addition to their games and PE times.

Building a healthy nation

Facilities. While thousands of state school
sports pitches were being sold, independent
schools were making significant up-front
financial investment in specialist training
facilities and have an excellent track record in
making these available to the wider community.
State-educated swimming gold medallist Adam
Peaty trains at Repton eight times a week.
Specialist Sports Programmes. Some
schools offer sports programmes which
combine elite coaching and top facilities
made available through scholarships (e.g.
Millfield in many sports) or specialise in
particular sports (e.g. Shiplake in rowing).
Bridging the 16-18 Gap. One important but
missing aspect of the sport debate in recent

However, a debate focused solely on
Olympians omits the key objective of building
a healthy nation. Unless we foster good
habits in our young people, we are in danger
of triggering a health crisis that will stretch
the nation’s resources to breaking point.
Schools, colleges and universities have an
opportunity – and I believe a responsibility – to
encourage young people to develop habits
in relation to regular exercise and diet that
will stay with them for the rest of their lives.
Independent schools take this responsibility
seriously. They believe that sport and
exercise are a fundamental part of a British
education, and they are willing to back
up that belief with the resources that are
required to make it happen. There is here a
model that the government would do well
to replicate in the schools that it funds.
More details of the independent school
medallists in Rio can be found on his blog
http://independenthead.blogspot.com
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Three things
I wish I had
known 26
years ago

After a quarter century in HMC,
Christopher Barnett (Whitgift School)
makes his first – and last – contribution
to the Annual Conference.
I feel like Rip Van Winkle, waking up with a
new full beard, the class of 1991 vanished,
the all-male HMC bastion long since stormed,
the old rituals gone. What happened? Am I,
in fact, like Chingachgook, the Last of the
Mohicans?
I wish I had known that I would endure,
and that endurance could bring such rich
rewards. When I began my Headship,
longevity was far from assured. The HMC
leadership wanted me decapitated, my
Chairman was told, as I was imperilling the
independent sector by refusing to sweep
pupil drug abuse under a convenient carpet.
As the weeks ticked by, I would walk on
stage for assemblies past wood panelling
listing the 25 previous Headmasters; one
name, Ambrose Briggs, always caught my
eye – Headmaster 1600 to 1601. “Please,
God,” I would say to myself, “may I last
longer than he did!”
Archbishop Whitgift’s motto was “he
conquers who endures”. Whitgift endured,
kept his body intact, with his head attached,
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while others around him were beheaded or
burnt alive. Interestingly for a Conference
in Stratford, Whitgift, as Chief Censor in
London, could have destroyed Shakespeare’s
finest works and ended the Bard’s career.
He certainly went after Christopher Marlowe
with a vengeance. But, rather than showing
gratitude to Whitgift for allowing his lewd,
erotic and dangerously political plays to be
published, Shakespeare, on Whitgift’s death
in 1604, inserted new lines into the Ghost’s
speech in Hamlet: “… that adulterate beast,
with witchcraft of his wit, with traitorous gifts,
– O wicked wit and gifts, [he did rather labour
the point] that have the power so to seduce!”
Sir Alex Ferguson saw out 26 years at
Manchester United, while in the same time
frame, Aston Villa had 14 managers. The
relative success of the two clubs closely
correlates. Looking round the current
HMC Membership I realise that I have in
many cases known their predecessor’s
predecessor’s predecessor and, in some
cases, five different Heads in the one school.
But if you endure, the benefits can be
immense for your institution: continuity of

“Every school should
have a zoo.”

Wycombe Abbey takes over
Shakespeare’s Globe for its own
120th anniversary as well as 400
years since the death of Shakespeare

The award-winning gardens
have an educational purpose
and speak of sensitivity.

outlook and standards; confidence, sustained
commitment and loyalty from colleagues; the
opportunity to see a vast number of projects
through from concept to fruition.
My second regret? That I didn’t fully realise,
for much of my first decade, just how
fantastic it is for a school not to behave
like a school. Every zoo has an education
department, so does every museum, so why
shouldn’t every school have a zoo, or rival
top museums with world-class exhibitions?
35,000 people came to Whitgift’s Hidden
Treasures from the Mary Rose.
Detractors label Whitgift as Whitsnade, but
the animals and rare birds, and the awardwinning gardens, have an educational
purpose that speak of sensitivity. There is
an inspirational beauty in a flamingo, or a

crowned crane. And they recruit many a
youngster who falls in love with the “Narnia”
landscape. And if not a garden to show at
Hampton Court, HMC schools can welcome
top-class professional sport, produce honey
in great quantities, behave like a university,
have an Aladdin’s Cave of a co-curriculum,
encourage bilingualism by varying the
medium of instruction, be a partner for many
state schools (not just one), be an opera
house or a theatre, have top professionals
perform with students or re-introduce red
squirrels. Innovation and inspiration should
be boundless, making schools stimulating
places for young minds.
Amidst all the pressures, Do Not Forget to
Live. So says the church sundial down the
road from Stratford at Offchurch. Which
means ignore, as far as you dare, or stand up

“Amidst all
the pressures,
Do Not Forget to Live.”

to meddlesome bureaucracy and the culture
of fear which has damaged so many state
schools and ended so many headteachers’
careers.
I wish I had started even more innovation
26 years ago. Every year counts. Take my
primary schools scheme – every week, two
primary schools send a class for a full week
to Whitgift for challenging curricular and cocurricular studies, 35 schools participating
over the course of a year.
My third regret is a simple one. My retirement,
and yours, could have been assured if only
I had known, as I approached my 26th year,
that, at the same odds as Elvis returning, or
a yeti existing, Leicester City would win the
Premiership. At 5,000-1, for a modest stake I
could have ended my days in deep, rich clover.

“Amidst all
the pressures,
Do Not Forget
to Live.”

And so I wish my successor good fortune
in avoiding the fate of Manchester United’s
chosen one, David Moyes. Perhaps some
new Heads are even counting the days until
the magic, 67-day mark is passed, to avoid
“doing an Allardyce”.
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About HMC

Pupils question and Heads answer
Insight invited the pupils at two schools – Merchiston Castle School and
Wimbledon High School – to pose the questions they would like Heads
to answer. Here four HMC Members explain the rewards and challenges of
leading a school before choosing a further question to answer.
Image courtesy of
Prior Park College

Kathy Crewe-Read
(Wolverhampton
Grammar School)

Sarah Kerr-Dineen
(Oundle School)

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

KCR: There is nothing more rewarding

than seeing something wonderful happen
in school – from a great lesson to pupil
achievement or a simple act of kindness.
That shows you your school and its approach
to education is making a difference...
which is what being a Head is all about.
With that responsibility, though, comes an
unrelenting workload. Being a Head is a 24/7,
365 days a year role. When your employment
is such a large part of your life, it’s really
important to love it, which I absolutely do.
What do you do when you don’t know
what to do?

KCR: A good leader, no matter what the

environment, should always know when to ask
for help or the advice of colleagues. As a Head
you cannot run a school on your own; you have
to collaborate and you are always part of a team.
Your senior leadership team, the Governors,
and the Heads’ associations (HMC and ASCL)
are all there to assist, so use their expertise.

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

SKD: The most rewarding part is also its

most challenging: it is ultimately the Head’s
responsibility to do everything possible to ensure
that every single pupil makes the very most of
the education provided in order to lay secure
foundations for a happy and fulfilling life.
What more could your school do to
provide its learners with transferable
skills for life and for the workplace
– or does pressure to focus on exam
results make this impossible?
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John Hind

(Dame Allan’s)

SKD: I think the answer lies in establishing

and promoting a vision of education in your
school which is broader than simply examination
results. In the end it is your character and
attitudes which will give you the confidence and
versatility to prosper as an adult, and that should
be emphasised in all aspects of school life.

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

JH: The rewards: as a deputy head I sensed

that I was answerable for everything but
responsible for nothing; as a Head one has
that sense of responsibility for the health and
wellbeing of the school. But more important
is seeing the pupils do well – be that in the
classroom or in the wide range of extracurricular activities the school offers to them.
The greatest challenges are posed by any
members of the community – staff, parents,
pupils – who do not share that sense of family
and whose behaviour is out of line with it.
Fortunately these are few and far between!
What gives a school its identity, and what
is your school’s most distinctive
characteristic?

JH: A school’s identity is a mixture of many

things. It derives from those who are part of
the immediate school community – the current
pupils, staff, parents and governors – but it
also draws heavily on the past, whether that
be the attitudes and actions of former pupils
and staff or, more intangibly, the reputation a
school has established over the years. Where
a school is newly founded – or, indeed, the
product of a merger – then that sense of
“newness” is a central part of its identity.

Charles Fillingham

(Francis Holland School,
Regent’s Park)
The heart of my school’s identity lies in our
structure. A diamond school, we educate
boys and girls together in our junior school,
separately in Years 7-11 and together again
in the Sixth Form. We are able to focus
pastoral care on the differing needs of the
different elements. It also allows us to achieve
excellent examination results without the
gender stereotyping in subject choice that can
occur in orthodox co-educational schools.

What is both the most rewarding and
challenging aspect of being a Head?

CF: The best thing about being a Head is the

shaking hands – I meet new people all the time
and I greet the pupils every day. Shaking hands
allows just enough time to look someone straight
in the eye, to enquire after their wellbeing, to ask
about their learning, to pose a difficult question.
The only downside can be that shaking a hand
also invites the other person to do the same
to you!
My friends and I feel disappointed that
a focus on exams inhibits teachers
from feeling free to teach around the
curriculum and explore the subject deeper.
How can this problem be remedied?

CF: You are right to raise this point. Please go

and speak to your own school Head and share
your concerns with them, because no one wants
schools to become exam factories. Let’s be
clear though; a great teacher will always prepare
you thoroughly for the exam, of course she will,
but she must also share with you why she loves
the subject. The gold medal in schools is when
her lessons lead to both exam success and a
genuine enthusiasm amongst the pupils.

HMC (The Headmasters’ and
Headmistresses’ Conference) is the oldest and most prominent
Association of independent school Heads in the English-speaking world.
HMC has 283 Members in the British Isles and a further 54 international Members. Our Members lead schools that are distinguished
by their excellence in pastoral care, co-curricular provision and classroom teaching. Members of HMC have met annually in conference
since the first meeting in 1869. HMC today is a thriving, pro-active Association of leading figures in school education.

www.hmc.org.uk
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Future of Direct Grant schools

Training of teachers

“Leaving” examinations

The Headmaster of Manchester Grammar
School [Peter Mason] said that our common
purpose was to retain the Direct Grant system
or something as near to it as possible. Despite
varied positions of schools, the general
consensus was strong, he said, that the
abolition of fee-paying would mean the loss of
autonomy… If schools went independent, they
would have two fees, one for those already in
school and one for new entrants. The latter could
be charged for exam fees, books, overheads for
meals. Industry might provide scholarships as a
substitute for the free place system.

The best one-year post-graduate course would
normally consist of two terms at a University
and one at a School. A few students (e.g. those
who have attended a vacation course in Theory)
might spend two terms at School and one at the
University.

On the subject of the relation of school
teaching to the examinations for entrance to
the Universities, to the various professions,
and to public offices under Government, Mr.
Percival began the discussion by saying that
the Universities did not recognise, as they
might, the teaching of the modern subjects of
education in our Schools, while the present
system of matriculation took boys unnecessarily
from their School work, and offered no definite
standard. He advocated a system of “leaving
examinations” at School to cover the recognised
curriculum of work, and be the condition
of entering the Universities. Such a system
would greatly improve the quality of the work
done in Schools in subjects not recognised
by the Universities at present, and would also
strengthen the hands of masters in dealing with
boys who were not intended for the Universities.

The Chairman asked for a show of hands to
indicate whether, if faced with a choice between
full fee-paying or wholly free places we should
press for assisted places, and there was very
strong support for this. He promised that the
Committee would prepare a plan.
Meeting of Direct Grant headmasters, February

The number of subjects in which Schools might
offer training facilities would vary according
to the number of masters able and willing to
supervise the students. No “Master of Method” is
contemplated, but it will probably be convenient
that one master in each School should be in
charge of all students received in that School,
and it is desirable that this master should be
one who is specially interested in training, and, if
possible, has himself taken a Training course.

HMC Committee discussion, October

HMC Conference, December. Proposed by Revd.
John Percival (Clifton College)
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Facts about HMC schools
Fact

Fact

#1

36

of the medals

gained by Team GB at Rio
2016 and nine of the medals

gained at the Paralympic
Games were won by athletes
educated at HMC schools

Fact

#4

100%

#2

Over the past ten years,
pupil numbers in HMC

schools have risen by

22%
Fact

#5

Attending an independent
school adds the equivalent

of HMC schools are

of two additional years of

involved in partnerships
with state schools

schooling by age 16 and

Fact

Fact

#7

Pupils in HMC schools play
on average between 5 and

6 hours of sports and
games a week in over 40
different sports – double
the amount played by pupils
in state schools

Fact

almost one additional
grade in each GCSE
#8

75%

of
independently-educated
undergraduates
rate their school’s preparation
for university as

good/very good

#10

83 %

			of HMC schools have

			in-house counselling services

Learn more at www.hmc.org.uk/facts-figures

Fact

#3

32 %

of pupils at HMC schools
receive fee assistance, totalling

£442m annually
(over £1.2m per day)

Fact

#6

Nearly six times as
many exam entries
from HMC schools were

awarded an A*
grade at GCSE

than the national average

Fact

#9

1 4
in

students
at the UK’s ten
leading universities
are from HMC
schools

